
E26

Floor Lamp

Natural Wood Veneer, MDF and Carbon Steel.
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60 Hz

                                                                
Input Voltage:
Input Frequency:

120 - 277V

REF.       /    Light bulb
3053      /     1x E-26
3054      /     1x E-26
3055      /     1x E-26
3057      /     1x E-26
3058      /     1x E-26
3059      /     1x E-26
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Turn off the electrical power before starting the installation, and 
keep it turned off until the installation is completed.

This assembly may require the work of two people so it can be 
secure and well executed.

This luminaire is sent unassembled, and require attention to the 
procedures to guarantee proper assembly. Join the support rods, 
by screwing the lower rod (with the connector and nut at the tip) to 
the upper rod (with the socket at the tip).

Pass the connector, cable and nut to the larger hole at the base, 
and fit the threaded nipple in the smaller hole.

Tighten the nut to the threaded nipple, fixating the rod to the base, 
and make sure that the installation is tight and secured.

Join the connectors from the rod and from the power cord inside 
the luminaire´s base.

Using the (P1) screws, tighten and close the cover of the support 
base.

 

PROVIDED SCREWS
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Floor Lamp

Natural Wood Veneer, MDF and Carbon Steel.

60 Hz

                                                                
Input Voltage:
Input Frequency:

120 - 277V

REF.       /    Light bulb
3053      /     1x E-26
3054      /     1x E-26
3055      /     1x E-26
3057      /     1x E-26
3058      /     1x E-26
3059      /     1x E-26
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To install the shade, unscrew the socket nut, and insert the 
shade into the socket.

 Tighten the socket nut to lock the shade to the socket.

Install a E26 at the socket, with a maximum rating of 25W.

 Use the switch on the power cord to turn the luminaire on/off.

 Plug the luminaire to an appropriate outlet.

Your luminaire is ready for use. 
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